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Abstract
Today, Pattern Recognition became the most famous and useful science in our live. Its applications now
interring in every field, starting from scientific research, medicine, reaching to the field of crimes discover
and catch the murders by recognize the fingers imprints. Babylon civilization represents the most
interesting for all daters from long years before until present time, because of all significant inventions
which indicate on the intelligence and creation of Babylonian at this time. This paper merges the Pattern
Recognition with Babylon mathematics by training a simple neural network using back propagation
algorithm to recognize the Babylon numerals system starting from 0 to 10 and measure recognition
accuracy. Babylon numbers recognition contains many operations like system description, database
obtaining level, modification & processing operations and description of a flowchart for the Matrices
Laboratory Program (Matlab) program which used to perform the task. From the training for network’s
program, it is clear that a higher number of hidden layer neurons increase the processing time. It is obvious
that it should be chosen the minimum number of neurons such that it still determines the maximum
performance of the networks.
1. Introduction:
The ability to identify machine printed characters in an automated or a semi- automated manner has
obvious applications in numerous fields. Since creating an algorithm with a one hundred percent correct
recognition rate is quite probably impossible in our world of noise and different font styles, it is important to
design character recognition algorithms with these failures in mind so that when mistakes are inevitably
made, they will at least be understandable and predictable to the person working with the program. [1]
Babylonian Mathematics refers to mathematics developed in Mesopotamia, from the days of the early
Sumerians to the fall of Babylon in 539 BC and is especially known for the development of the Babylonian
Numeral System. [3]
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Fig.2. Babylonian Num
merals Clay

Neural networks are members of a fa
family of computational architectures inspiredd bby biological brains.
Such architectures are commonly called
led "connectionist systems", and are composed oof interconnected and
interacting components called nodess or neurons (these terms are generally consi
nsidered synonyms in
connectionist terminology, and are used
ed interchangeably here). Neural networks are ch
characterized by a lack
of explicit representation of knowledge;
e; there are no symbols or values that directly cor
orrespond to classes of
interest. Rather, knowledge is implici
icitly represented in the patterns of interaction
ions between network
components. A graphical depiction of a typical feed forward neural network is given in Figure 1. The term
“feed forward” indicates that the networ
ork has links that extend in only one direction. Ex
Except during training,
there are no backward links in a feed forward
f
network; all links proceed from inputt nodes toward output
nodes. [4]
2. Back Propagation Algorithm
Learning by back propagation has becom
ome the most popular method of training neurall nnetworks. The reason
for the popularity is the underlying simplicity
s
and relative power of the algorith
ithm. The name back
propagation actually comes from the ter
term employed by Rosenblatt (1962) for his attem
tempt to generalize the
preceptor learning algorithm to the mul
ultilayer case. [6]. The BPN is a kind of superv
ervised learning neural
network. it is one of the most frequently
tly used learning techniques in neural networks.
s. The
T principle behind
the BPN involves using the steepest gradient
gr
descent method to reach a small appro
roximation. A general
model of the BPN has an architecturee composed of three layers including input laye
yer, hidden layer, and
output layer. Two nodes of each adjacen
ent layer are directly connected to one another,, w
which is called a link.
Each link has a weighted value which re
represents the relation degree between two node
des. A training process
described by the following equations upd
pdates these weighted values:

Where netj(t) is the activation value of the j4th node in iteration t, Oj(t+1) is output
ut of the j4th node in
iteration t+1, fact(x) is called the activa
ivation function of a node, which is usually is a sigmoid function in
hidden layers and a pure line function in output layer. Generally, all initial weighted val
alues αi.j are modified
using the delta rule according to thee learning samples. The trained neural network
ork can memorize the
characteristics of the learning samples,
s, and predict a new output due to the adaptivee capability
c
of it. BPN
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will be used to learn the characteristics of image for improving the performance of the proposed numerals
system in section (2). [7].
3. Babylon Numerals Recognition
This project representing a design of an Artificial Neural Network can recognize multi-form characters with
and without noise the Babylon numerals images, after that the program will be tested with another images
with deferent type of noise to test the trained neural network, the program was written in Matrices
Laboratory programming language (Matlab) and using back propagation neural network algorithm to trained
neural network. To describe the system of Babylon numerals recognition, the flowchart below shows the
operation:

Obtaining the Numeral
Images

Add Noise

Database
Obtaining

Image Resize

Testing

Training

Converting image to
gray scale mode

Convert an image
to a Binary

Training ANN with the
3 training image
Processing
Operation

Testing

The trained ANN

Result

Figure.3. Block Diagram of System
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4. Database Obtaining Level
When I begin the work i collect characters images for Babylon numerals and I was written it in Photoshop
program then save it as a (.jpg) image, after that I used Photoshop program again to add noise to some
images and resize all images and that size was 45x45 pixel, I used 6 forms of numerals characters images
from 1 to 10 with the deferent style and deferent type of noise, 3 of them for training and the others 3 for
testing the trained ANN, I used for the training images first the original character images , the rotated images
form to the right and the rotated images form to the left. For the testing images I used the three types of
noise images first I used Photoshop to delete a portion of character as a sign of corrosion of Babylon codex
as a form of hand writing noise, second I add a glossing filter, and finally I add an addling filter type (dust &
scratches), next some example of the characters which used to train and tested ANN.
Table 1. Some Examples of the usage image in program

Original numeral

The number (1) is the 1st numeral in Babylon numerals:
For Training
For Testing
Rotated Form to Rotated Form to Hand Written Noise Glossing Filter Addling Filter
the Right
the Left

The number (5) is the 5th numeral in Babylon numerals:
For Training
For Training
Rotated Form to Rotated Form to Hand Written Noise Glossing Filter Addling Filter
Original numeral
the Right
the Left

5. Modification Operation
This level was to modify images to feed it in Artificial Neural Network before input it and this operation has
three parts, first is to resize all the images and second convert it to a binary shape (gray scale mode), this
will give a facility to programming the work in Matrices Laboratory Program (Matlab) and then the third
part is to justified the value of the pixels by divided the value of each pixel on 255 to fix the value of all
pixels in image between zero and one.
6. Processing Operation
After collecting characters images and prepare it to be feed to Neural Network then I used as an aid a
Matrices Laboratory Program language toolbox (Matlab) to train Neural Network by using Back
Propagation learning algorithm using 3 type of training images. To train Artificial Neural Network we must
first find the real components of the back propagation algorithm which I use in my project as a learning
algorithm and then we must determined an activation function, number of input and output neurons, there
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are some elements (Training elements)
s) of learning algorithm such as error goal that
at the Neural Network
tried to reach during training and learn
rning rate that represent the intelligence of thee Neural Network and
momentum factor that represent the spe
peed of training. Table (2) Show's all training ele
elements that I used to
train Artificial Neural Network for chara
racter recognition.
As I showed above in this project I used
ed Back Propagation Learning Algorithm and thi
this algorithm works
by calculate the error between the actua
ual output and the target, when the value of that
at error is equal or less
than the desired output that the trainerr put
p as this case I put (0.00001) as an error goal
al as table( 2) showed.
Now we have the trained Neural Netwo
ork and I was ready to be test it with the testingg images, in test stage
the images input to Neural Network with
ith feed forward Network without getting feed ba
backward network and
without propagate the error and this process
p
was done just to see how the trainingg of Artificial Neural
Network. After we finishing processing
ng stage now we can calculate the accuracy of tr
training and testing of
Neural Network input and output value.
e.

Fig
ig.4. Neural Network of System
As shown in fig.4 above which represen
sent the neural network of Babylon numerals sys
ystem, I clarify all the
required parameters of any neural netwoork can be trained to perform a task. Those param
ameters are input layer
which contain input neurons number, in my project is 2025 neurons its come from 45×
5×45 pixel it’s the size
of image, hidden layer which contain
n hidden
h
neurons number and here I select 90 nneurons according to
network performance, and finally outpu
put layer which contain output neurons numberr and
a here is 10 which
represent the number of training numera
rals from 1 to 10.
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7. Program Flowchart

Xi=imraed
to laod images
in matlab

P1=[x1(:)....x30(:)]
the image size is 45*45
then the matrix become 45*45 to the
Xi
Binarise P1/255 in
the range 0-1

T=[111111100...0]
Fill up the database

net =
newff(minmax(PP),[90,10],{'logs
ig' 'logsig'},'traingdx');

Training part
Back Propagation algorithm

If
Net train parameter
Goal > 0.00001

Y
Pp10 = double([xx1(:)
xx2(:)....xx30(:)]/255)

Testing part
Read the test images and binaries it

Fig.5. Flow Chart of Program
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8. Results
Table 2 . Training Elements
Number of Input Neurons

2025

Number of Hidden Neurons

90

Number of Output Neurons

10

Learning Rate

0.03

Momentum Factor

0.008

Error

0.00001

Number Of Iteration

411

Maximum Iteration

1000

Training Time

35 Sce

Testing Time

0.0628 Sce

Training Accuracy

99.3397%

Testing Accuracy

75.4047 %

Fig.6. Training Performance Curve

(Snapshoot)
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Table 3. Training Accuracy Value
No.

214

Numeral

Training
Accuracy

1

0.9936

2

0.9932

3

0.993267

4

0.993433

5

0.9933

6

0.993067

7

0.993233

8

0.993667

9

0.993567

10

0.993633

Training Accuracy

99.3397 %
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Table 4. Testing Accuracy Value
No.

Numeral

Testing
Accuracy

1

0.920167

2

0.738633

3

0.899333

4

0.7284

5

0.790467

6

0.749667

7

0.675433

8

0.656976

9

0.716567

10

0.664833

Testing Accuracy

75.4047 %
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Conclusion:
Back propagation neural network is suitable and widely used to solve complex classification and recognition
patterns. The project has clarified the learning behavior of back-propagation neural network for pattern
recognition and classification.
The back propagation neural network can be applied to many applications, such as pattern recognition,
pattern classification, and function approximation. From this project I conclude that to train a neural network
successfully, we must choose a suitable learning algorithm and I found that the noise exposed for the
database effect on the network performance, if the noise increase the network testing accuracy decrease so
that if we continuing in increasing of noise the network cannot recognize the trained database like a person
make the vision test, when the test symbols being smaller and smaller he cannot recognize it.
During the processing level I get a training accuracy rate 99.33% and a testing accuracy rate 75.40% , this
indicated the difference between the two cases, when the accuracy rate decrease to this value this didn’t
mean that the ANN inefficient, logically its must be a difference between training and testing because of all
effects and noise exposed for the database. From the training for networks of programs, it is clear that a
higher number of hidden layer neurons increase the processing time. It is obvious that it should be chosen
the minimum number of neurons such that it still determines the maximum performance of the networks.
It is also obvious that by increasing the learning rate it can get a shorter processing time but the percentage
of the pattern recognition decreases. By changing the parameters (learning rate, momentum factor, and
hidden layer neurons number) it enhances the results of the program and eliminates the Local Minima which
faced in the graph of iteration vs. error.
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